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A POLYNOMIAL RELATION BETWEEN z* AND R* A polynomial fit relation of z* and R* has also been derived of the numerical obtained values and reads as * = ∑ 6 = 0 * -1
The following parameters for a i were determined: a 0 =0.9982, a 1 =0.0315, a 2 =0.0331, a 3 =-1.3975, a 4 =1.135, a 5 =-0.3706, a 6 =0.0458. The error in h of the fit is less than 0.3%
for all values of h > -0.497.
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COAXIAL CYLINDER MODEL FOR THE EQUATION OF MOTION
The physics and mathematics related to jet formation can also be presented in a more easy way to understand as will be explained below.
When the jet liquid comes out of the water bath, then both gravity and surface tension forces will try to accelerate this liquid back to the bath. Gravity will contribute with g m/s 2 and the surface tension will contribute with an unknown value d m/s 2 . Next we try to solve the value
The jet can mathematically be considered or subdivided as a sum of hollow cylinders, each cylinder experiencing a gravitational force and an additional downward force originating from the surface tension pulling back the jet to the liquid bath. Each hollow cylinder has an infinitesimal small thickness ΔR, of which one, with height z o is shown in Fig. S1 . 
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At height z o the outer radius of the hollow cylinder matches with the radius R(z o ) of the jet.
Each hollow cylinder experiences a downward gravitational force with value m cyl g, with m cyl the mass of one cylinder with height z o . The cylinder contacting the jet surface also experiences an additional force that is counteracted by the inward surface tension based force ΔA2γ/Rc, as drawn in Figure S1 . The resulting acceleration will be a sum of two terms and is given by:
where d takes care of the resulting acceleration due to the surface tension pulling back the jet to the liquid bath. In order to estimate the resulting force, consider a small circular curved surface element ΔA (inset Figure S1 ) with a mean radius of curvature R c . The surface tension induces a Laplace pressure difference with value P Lapl =2γ/R c (z o ) between both sides of the curved surface. The curved surface with area ΔA will therefore probe the presence of an internal force with value P Lapl ΔA. If we project this force on the (horizontal) top plane of the hollow cylinder with surface area 2πRΔR then the present downward force acting on the cylinder has value P Lapl ΔAcosα.
F= m cyl a= m cyl g+ P Lapl ΔAcosα.
(Eq. S2) using m cyl = ρ2πRΔRz o and ΔAcosα=2πRΔR one gets
At any time t a specific time dependent value for the total deceleration a(t) of the jet holds.
Eq. of motion (S3) can be simplified by using d(t)=a(t)-g. The shape of the jet is thus determined by d(t)
only. Therefore, we call d(t) the shape parameter, a parameter that quantitatively determines the absolute width of the jet. The time dependent equation of motion for a rising liquid jet thus reads:
This equation S4 is equal to the derived eq 5 from the manuscript.
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SELF CONSISTENT SOLUTION
We will now derive that the proposed solution for the liquid jet shape is self-consistent with respect to the physical forces involved and show that the downward acceleration based on the physical forces is surprisingly found uniform throughout the whole jet, i.e.
d(z,t)= d(t).
As depicted in Figure 2b 
( )
The resulting force F resulting in the axial direction of all the jet mass above z = z o then becomes:
S5)
If we substitute the approximate asymptotic solution R(z) ≈ λ c 2 /z in the integral we find that 
